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Abstract
This paper presents an extension of a previously-described framework for the specification and manipulation of models of systems. The original framework and its
extension include a convenient Application Programming Interface (API), and this
paper describes examples of the use of this API in the context of graphical simulation. These examples include the simulation of objects whose definition involves
torques, and a brief description of the simulation of air and smoke by means of a
model involving particles moving in fluid.
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Introduction

As modeled processes and phenomena become more complicated, mechanisms
for their concise, precise, and convenient description become more important.
To illustrate, a computer-graphics program involving the simulation of fluid
might involve hundreds of lines of code in a high-level language [9], and in
such cases, a description language capable of specifying the simulation in a
few lines provides a significant advantage. The method of description described
here is appropriate for models in several areas, and it can be applied both to
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real physical simulations (see [7] and the related work in [4,12]) and to nonphysical processes such as mesh-refinement.
The description mechanism extends work of Palmer and Shapiro [13,14], as
well as [7]: it is a framework for the specification and manipulation of attributes associated with topological elements of objects. The word object refers
to something more general than a model for a physical object, and as the meshrefinement example illustrates, the method will apply even beyond physical
systems. The word framework includes both a theoretical framework (a formalism) and a practical software kernel with a convenient API (Application
Programming Interface).
The formalism is a chain-model formalism that permits the inclusion of arbitrary object-related data, including topological, geometric and physical data.
Objects defined using the formalism are abstract cellular complexes which, like
abstract simplicial complexes [10, p. 213], do not have geometric information
associated with them a priori . The adjective “abstract” will be deleted for
brevity, but we emphasize that in this paper, as in [5,7,8], “cellular complex”
does not mean “geometric cellular complex” unless “geometric” is explicitly
specified. This is in contrast to the common usage in the solid-modeling literature [2,17,18] (see also [11]). As in [7, Sec. 3], whether adjacency relationships
are consistent, or make sense in the context of the specification of a geometric
object, is considered to be the responsibility of the user of the API.
A cellular complex describes an object in terms of cells of various dimension,
and specifies the topology of the object. Taking a geometric cellular complex as
our first example [7], a cube can be decomposed into a 3-cell (the entire cube),
six 2-cells (the faces, including the edges), twelve 1-cells (the edges, including
the vertices), and eight 0-cells (the vertices at the corners of the cube). Similarly, two cubes sharing a face would have two 3-cells, eleven 2-cells, twenty
1-cells, and twelve 0-cells. A chain model permits the storage and manipulation, of information associated with various cells of the complex, by means
of chains [5,7,13,14,17]. A p-chain is defined by associating a coefficient with
each p-dimensional cell of the complex. These coefficients correspond exactly
to the attributes mentioned earlier. We then define operations on chains, in
order to permit global (over the entire object) manipulation of the coefficients.
Examples were given in [7]: a mass-spring network modeling a flag [15], and
classical Catmull-Clark subdivision [3] (see also [16]). In addition, however, we
introduce in this paper the idea of associating a coefficient (attribute) with a
pair of cells, along with the related idea of a chain of subchains, and we give
concrete examples to illustrate the usefulness of these ideas.
It is not an accident that topological data structures are convenient for the
description of processes and phenomena. Indeed, algebraic topology has been
identified [4] as “. . . that common structure responsible for the apparent analo2

gies in physical theories . . . [19,20].” It was shown in particular [4] that the
ubiquitous balance laws of physics are fundamentally topological in nature,
and also that “. . . most physical models may be classified based on their algebraic topological structure . . . [21].” Furthermore, in many applications it
is important to use data structures that are topological, but not necessarily
geometric. For example, the starplex introduced in [4], for the representation
of differential forms, is (like the star of algebraic topology [10, p. 204]), an abstract cellular complex that is not by itself geometric. Similarly, the example
presented in [7, Sec. 4.1.2] involves a complex that is not wholly geometric.
For some applications, of course, geometric complexes will be sufficient: an
example is the use, in solid modeling, of modulo-2 homology [17].
In the next section we give a brief summary of the framework introduced in
[7]. Then, in Section 3, the main theoretical contribution of this paper, the
extension of the basic framework to permit chains of subchains, is described.
We also introduce new operations, on these new entities, that will have direct
and useful application, as well as a natural definition of duality for chains of
subchains. In Section 4, we describe applications of the extended framework
to computer graphics and other areas. Section 5 is the conclusion.
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The basic framework

The basic topological elements in the formalism are 0-cells, 1-cells (which are
collections of 0-cells), 2-cells (collections of 1-cells), and so on. The definition
is recursive: a p-cell is composed of p + 1 or more (p − 1)-cells, p ≥ 1, where
the 0-cells (vertices) are taken as primitive. The set of p-cells is denoted by S p ,
0 ≤ p ≤ n, and an n-complex K is defined as a collection of n + 1 finite sets
S0 , S1 , . . . , Sn together with a corresponding set of n + 1 algebraic boundary
operators ∂p , 0 ≤ p ≤ n; the operator ∂p associates to each element of Sp some
combination of elements of Sp−1 , which constitute [1] its boundary. The cells
in the boundary of a given cell are called the faces of the cell, and the cells
whose boundary includes the given cell are called the cofaces of the cell; the
face-coface relations capture all incidence information in a cell complex [7,14].
The construction and manipulation of entities such as cells and cellular complexes is implemented 1 in an API which includes the class Complex ; this class
has several methods associated with it, including a constructor, a method dim
to return the largest dimension of a cell in the complex, as well as
• int nb cells(int p), which returns the number of cells of dimension p;
• Cell cell(int i, int p), which returns the i-th cell of dimension p;
1

The complete code is available [6].
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• void add(Cell cellp), which adds the p-cell identified by cellp to the complex
(so that K.cell(K.nb cells(p),p) would return the added cell as its value).
Notice that the order of the p-cells Cip = K.cell(i, p), as a function of i, depends
on the order in which the cells were added to the complex.
The API also includes the class Cell , which again has several methods associated with it: a constructor (which declares the cell), a method dim to return
the dimension of the cell, and (amongst others) the methods
• int nb adj(int delta p), which returns the number of adjacent cells of dimension p + δp, where δp is specified by delta p;
• Cell adj(int i, int delta p), which returns the i-th neighbor (of class Cell )
of dimension p + δp, δp is specified by delta p.
Here, p is the dimension of the Cell instance invoking the method. The method
adj generalizes the concepts of face and coface. The order in which it returns
cells depends not on the order in which cells were constructed and added to
the complex, as was the case for cell(i,p), but, rather, on the order in which
the cells were assembled using lower-dimensional cells (see below).
Note that both of the methods just displayed distinguish between δp = 0+
and δp = 0− . In the method adj , the value δp = 0± produces those p-cells
which share a common (p±1)-cell with the Cell instance invoking the method.
We introduce here the convention that −0+ = 0+ and −0− = 0− , which will
be convenient later. The value δp = +1 corresponds to the coface operator,
with larger values of δp corresponding to cofaces of cofaces, etc. The value
δp = −1 corresponds to the face operator, while algebraically smaller values
of δp correspond to faces of faces, and so on.
We also introduce the convention that all 0-cells share a common theoretical
(−1)-cell. Thus, in the method adj with p = 0, the value δp = 0− produces
all 0-cells other than the cell instance invoking the method. Similarly, all ncells share a common theoretical (n + 1)-cell, where n is the dimension of the
complex, and in the method adj with p = n, the value δp = 0+ produces all
n-cells other than the cell instance invoking the method. Consequently, for
any given value of p ∈ {0, . . . , n}, the method adj is well-defined for δp = 0 − ,
δp = 0+ , and for δp equal to any non-zero integer in the interval [−p, n − p].
The class Cell has an additional method which permits the addition of (p − 1)cells to a p-cell, and as a byproduct, determines the orientation of the p-cell
relative to each of the (p − 1)-cells comprising it:
• void add(Cell cellpm1, int r o), which adds the (p − 1)-cell identified by
cellpm1 to the Cell instance invoking the method, supposed of dimension p.
(The method also assigns an orientation to the (p − 1)-cell, relative to the
4

Cell instance invoking the method, where the parameter r o may optionally
be used to specify the relative orientation of the first added cell.)
Creation of a p-cell involves three steps: declaration of the p-cell using the
Cell constructor, addition of the p-cell to a complex using the method add of
the class Complex, and assembly of the p-cell by attaching (p − 1)-cells using
the method add of the class Cell (in which case the (p − 1)-cells must already
have been declared and added to the same complex as the p-cell). It follows
from this last parenthetical remark that we must begin by creating the cells of
lowest dimension (normally 0-cells), and continue with cells of ever-increasing
dimension, until finally the cells of largest dimension have been created.
As indicated in the description of the add method of the class Cell, it is often
useful to be able to specify the orientation of cells. In our framework, we
work only with relative orientations, between p-cells and adjacent (p + δp)cells, where |δp| = 1. The first (p − 1)-cell added to a p-cell determines the
orientation of the p-cell (see [7] for details). Calculation of relative orientation
is equivalent to calculating the incidence numbers [10, p. 223] necessary, for
example, for the use of Betti numbers. Practical applications are given in
[5,7,8], and below.
As mentioned above, the order of the p-cells Cip , as a function of i, depends on
the order in which the cells were added to the complex. Given this ordering,
and coefficients associated with the cells, we may speak of formal sums of
p-cells of K with these coefficients [5,7,8,10,14] or equivalently [10, p. 226],
vectors whose components are coefficients of p-cells. A p-chain, defined over a
P
complex K and a set G, is a formal sum i gi Cip of p-cells from the complex
K, with coefficients gi ∈ G. A p-chain assigns an element of G to each pcell Cip = K.cell(i, p) in the complex K. As in [7], G might be the set of
real numbers, a set of vectors, the RGB color space, or any other set, and as
already mentioned, we are particularly concerned in this paper with the case
where the gi are themselves subchains on K. Interpreting the formal sum as a
row vector of dimension K.nb cells(p) having components that are coefficients
of p-cells, we may write it as [g1 , . . . , gK.nb cells(p) ]; this is a vector space if G is
a field.
The API includes also the class Chain, as well as certain convenient derived
subclasses of this class, containing methods [5,7,8]. For example, there are
methods to return the corresponding complex K, or return the dimension p
of the corresponding cells, or permit access to the coefficient gi , for the chain
invoking the method. Thus, in this last case, we may write either
chain2.coefficient(cell2) = Real3(1,2,2)

or chain2 [cell2 ] = Real3(1,2,2)

to assign the three-dimensional vector [1, 2, 2] to the gi associated with a par5

ticular cell cell2 .
Any method defined on the elements of G is applicable to chains by applying
P
the method to the coefficients of individual cells: we define ( i gi Cip ).m =
P
p
i gi .m Ci . Similarly, any binary operation ⊗ defined on G × G can be extended to chains over G. Thus, if ⊗ is defined on elements of the class Type,
we may specify cell-by-cell operations by writing chainp a ⊗ chainp b. These
principles are generalized to chains of subchains in Subsection 3.2.
An important method introduced in [7] is dim inc, which is associated with a
p-chain on an object:
• Chain Type dim inc(int delta p, Operation op, Boolean is signed), which
returns a chain (of class Chain Type) of dimension p + δp, where δp is an
integer specified by delta p (the “dimension increment”). The coefficients
of the chain are determined by the operation 2 specified by op, and relative
orientation is taken into account if is signed is true.
Here, Operation is an enumerated type, by means of which may be specified addition (plus), average (average), multiplication (mult), geometric mean
(geom mean), or some other operation implemented by the programmer. (The
default options for op and is signed are plus and true, respectively.) Thus, we
might write chain3 = chain1.dim inc(+2,average,false) to produce a 3-chain
from a 1-chain (the dimension increment is 3 − 1 = 2), where the coefficients
of the 3-chain are obtained by taking the average of the coefficients of the
relevant 1-cells (i.e., those adjacent to a given 3-cell), without taking relative
orientation into account 3 . The method dim inc generalizes the concepts of
boundary and coboundary [14].
The value of the coefficient hi corresponding to a cell Cip+δp in the new chain
is computed using any commutative operation Ω, defined with op, on the
coefficients corresponding to p-cells that are adjacent to the cell Cip+δp [7,
Sec. 3.4.2]. To illustrate its use in practice, if chain2 n is a 2-chain over R 3
representing the vector normals of each planar face of a geometric complex,
we may calculate a 0-chain chain0 n over R3 that contains, for each 0-cell, the
average of the normals for the adjacent 2-cells, for use in shading algorithms:
chain0 n = chain2 n.dim inc(-2, average, false)
(the operation over the vector coefficients is the operation average, and we do
not take relative orientation into account); the vectors may then be normalized, using chain0 n = chain0 n.normalize() . The method dim inc also found
2
3

The operation op must be valid for the coefficients of the method-invoking chain.
This is in fact the only choice when |δp| 6= 1.
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significant use in both of the application examples described in [7], and it will
be generalized further in Section 3.

3

Chains of subchains

In this section we describe an extension to the API, for the class G of coefficients: a coefficient gi of a cell is now permitted to be a subchain of a chain.
This subchain consists of a vector of coefficients on certain (p + δp)-cells of the
complex, namely, those that are adjacent to Cip . We begin with an example.
Consider the mass-spring network illustrated in Figure 1 where, associated
with each 2-cell, are four angles defining the rest position of the network.
(Equivalently, we may associate one to four angles with each 0-cell. Such
equivalences are the basis of a duality to be introduced below.) To model
such situations, it is convenient to permit the coefficient gi of a cell Cip to be a
subchain defined on the (p+δp)-cells Cip .adj(j, δp), j = 1, . . . , nb adj(δp). Thus,
in Figure 1, we might decide to work with p = 2 and δp = −2, corresponding to a 2-chain with coefficients that are subchains defined on the 0-cells
Ci2 .adj(j, −2), j = 1, . . . , 4. Let us denote the j’th component of gi by gi,j ,
i.e., the angle at rest associated with the pair of cells Ci2 and Ci2 .adj(j, −2)
is stored in gi,j . For example, in Figure 1, the coefficient gi,3 is associated
with the pair formed of the 2-cell Ci2 and the 0-cell Ci2 .adj(3, −2). Similarly,
the coefficient gi0 ,1 is associated with the pair formed of the 2-cell Ci20 and
the 0-cell Ci20 .adj(1, −2). In the example, the 0-cell Ci2 .adj(3, −2) is equal to
Ci20 .adj(1, −2).
In general, we define a p-chain of (p + δp)-subchains on a complex K by a
vector of vectors of coefficients gi,j :
·

¸

(g1,1 , g1,2 , . . . , g1,ν δp ), (g2,1 , g2,2 , . . . , g2,ν δp ), . . . , (gNp ,1 , gNp ,2 , . . . , gNp ,ν δp ) ,
1

2

Np

where the coefficient gi,j is associated with the pair of cells [Cip , Cip .adj(j, δp)],
and where Np = K.nb cells(p), νiδp = Cip .nb adj(δp), and i = 1, . . . , Np . This
p-chain of (p + δp)-subchains is denoted as a (p, q)-chain with q = p + δp.
It is possible that δp is 0+ or 0− . Indeed, we permit q = p + 0+ , which gives
a (p, p + 0+ )-chain, with δp = q − p = p + 0+ − p = 0+ , and p = q + 0+ ,
which gives a (q + 0+ , q)-chain, with δp = q − p = q − (q + 0+ ) = 0+ since,
as mentioned in Section 2, we have −0+ = 0+ . Both (p, p + 0+ )-chains and
(q + 0+ , q)-chains are made up of chains and subchains involving cells of the
same dimension, with the adjacency relationship that specifies the subchains,
7

associated with a cell, defined by δp = 0+ . Exactly analogous remarks apply
for (p, p + 0− )- and (q + 0− , q)-chains.
A subchain coefficient of Cip can be written (gi,1 , gi,2 , . . . , gi,ν δp ), and this can
i
be viewed as a formal sum, as in Section 2:
Cip .nb adj(δp)

X

gi,j Cip .adj(j, δp).

j=1

Continuing, the (p, q)-chain can be associated with the formal sum
p

adj(δp)
X Ci .nbX
i

gi,j Cip .adj(j, δp).

j=1

The API provides classes of chains of subchains with coefficients in R, R 2 and
R3 ; the programmer can add (p, q)-chains with coefficients of class T ype, by
means of a constructor of the form
Chain2 Type(int p, int q, Complex complex K).
The name “Chain2” is a shorthand for “chains of subchains”.
If the coefficients gi,j are elements of a field, then the vectors of vectors defining
PNp δp
νi having a particular
a (p, q)-chain form a vector space of dimension i=1
sub-space structure. This will be mentioned again in the conclusion.
3.1 Dual chains of subchains
As already mentioned, in the p-chain of (p + δp)-subchains introduced above,
the coefficient gi,j is associated with the pair of cells 4 [Cip , Cip .adj(j, δp)]. But
adjacency is a symmetric relation [18, p. 156]: if b and c are cells of a complex
K such that bp+δp = cp .adj(i, δp), then there exists a unique j such that cp =
bp+δp .adj(j, −δp). (In order to include the possibilities δp = 0− and δp = 0+
here, the convention that −0+ = 0+ and −0− = 0− is crucial.) Consequently,
associated with every (p, p+δp)-chain (that is to say, a p-chain with coefficients
that are (p+δp)-subchains), there is a dual (p+δp, p)-chain (that is, a (p+δp)chain with coefficients that are p-subchains). There is no restriction on the sign
4

Note therefore that the order corresponding to the index i is the order of addition
of cells to the complex, while the order corresponding to the index j depends on the
order of assembly of the cells. Note also that when we wish to refer to a cell without
reference to its sequential position, we will use lower-case letters in place of C.
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of δp: it is only necessary that 0 ≤ p, p + δp ≤ n, where n is the dimension
of the complex. It is permitted that δp = 0+ or 0− , in which case both the
chain and its dual are made up of chains and subchains involving p-cells, with
the adjacency relationship that specifies which subchains are associated with
a cell defined in both cases by δp: (p + δp) − p = δp and p − (p + δp) = δp,
since −δp = δp.
As an example of dual chains, suppose we have a (2, 0)-chain chain20 , similar
to the example illustrated in Figure 1, i.e., a 2-chain with coefficients that are
0-subchains. This (2, 0)-chain might be defined by the vector of vectors
[(7, 5, 2, 1), (4, 2, 3, 11), (1, 9, −2, 2), (3, 4, 1, 7), (1, 6, 2, −3), (1, 10, 4, 3)]

as illustrated in Figure 2. Dual to this (2, 0)-chain is a (0, 2)-chain chain02 ,
Ci2 .adj(3, −2) = Ci20 .adj(1, −2)
7
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1
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1
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1

-3

2

3

4

Ci2
gi,3
gi0 ,1
Ci20

Fig. 2. Illustrating both a (2, 0)- and a
(0, 2)-chain (dual chains).

Fig. 1. A 2-complex with rest-position
angles.

a 0-chain with coefficients that are 2-subchains. This (0, 2)-chain might be
defined by the vector of vectors
[(7), (5, 4), (2, 1), (9), (1, 3), (2, 11, 4, 1), . . .]

as is also illustrated in Figure 2: the pictures illustrating the two chains are
identical. The dual of a (p, p + δp)-chain is unique and well-defined, due to the
symmetry of the adjacency relation, mentioned above.
Our API [8] provides the method dual to produce the dual of a chain. Thus,
for example, if chain20 is a (2, 0)-chain, then chain20.dual() is a (0, 2)-chain
which we might denote by chain02. Similarly, if chain02 is any (0, 2)-chain,
then chain02.dual() is a (2, 0)-chain, and chainpq.dual().dual() produces a
chain equivalent to chainpq.
9

3.2 Extension of methods and binary operations
We extend the method (of the class Chain)
Type& coefficient(int j)
and the equivalent operator [int j ] [7, Sec. 3.4.1] to subchains as follows: coefficient(j) applied to the subchain returns the coefficient of the j’th cell in the
subchain, i.e., the j’th coefficient of the corresponding vector. Similarly, the
API extends the method coefficient to the class Chain2 Type: the method
Type& coefficient(Cell cp, Cell cq)
returns the reference to the coefficient gi,j (of class Type) associated with the
pair of cells cp and cq of the (p, q)-chain invoking the method. Here, cp and cq,
of dimension p and q, respectively, must be adjacent (in the sense adj(δp)).
Other methods, and binary operations, are extended as follows. Normally the
result of applying a method or binary operation to a p-chain is to apply the
method or operation on a cell-by-cell basis, and we extend this concept to
subchains: a method or binary operation defined on the coefficients of a qsubchain is defined on the q-subchain by applying the method or operator
on a cell-by-cell basis. Then, the extension to a p-chain of (p + δp)-subchains
(i.e., to a (p, q)-chain) can also be made, using the principle introduced in
Section 2. A simple example is the operator “+”, which is defined on pairs
of reals, and therefore on pairs of subchains of reals, and therefore on pairs
of (p, q)-chains of reals. The result of the addition of two (p, q)-chains of reals
will be a (p, q)-chain of reals. For each pair [Cip , Cip .adj(j, δp)], the sum of the
corresponding coefficients is stored in the resulting (p, q)-chain. For example,
we might add together two (2, 0)-chains chain20 a and chain20 b by means of
chain20 c = chain20 a + chain20 b where chain20 c is a third (2, 0)-chain.
We can also extend methods defined on a collection of coefficients. The methods and binary operators applied to p-chains, described so far, were defined on
a cell-by-cell basis to produce another p-chain (see Section 2). Also available,
however, are methods defined on a collection of coefficients and which return
a single value. For example, the method sum returns the sum of all the coefficients of a chain over Rn , n ≥ 1. This method might be used, for example,
to find the geometric mean of the positions associated with the 0-cells of a
complex K of the class Complex p [7, Sec. 3.4.3]. To do this, it is sufficient to
write K.chain p.sum()/K.nb cells(0) . (Also, although the API does not deal
explicitly with cochains [1, p. 429], they could be introduced by storing their
coefficients in a 1-chain. Thus, for example, given a 1-chain chain1 defined on
10

the complex K, and another 1-chain chain1 cochain containing the coefficients,
viewed as a column-vector,
of a 1-cochain on the space of 1-chains [12, p. 53],
R
we can compute chain1 chain1 cochain by (chain1 cochain*chain1).sum().)
The method mult is similar to the method sum: it returns the product of the
coefficients of a chain over Rn , n ≥ 1 (in our example we used component-bycomponent multiplication). These methods have also been extended, in the
API, from chains to subchains.
In the context of a (p, q)-chain, methods such as sum and mult are applied
to each of the q-subchains, following the convention introduced in Section 2.
Thus, the coefficients of each q-subchain are added or multiplied together,
to produce the coefficient gi of a p-chain. An example is shown in Figure 3,
which shows how the method sum applied to a certain (2, 0)-chain produces a
2-chain. The coefficients of the (2, 0)-chain are shown in Figure 3 in the same
way they were shown in Figure 2; the curved arrows in Figure 3 indicate how
the coefficients of the 2-chain are obtained from those of the (2, 0)-chain.
It will be observed that the operation just illustrated, on a chain of subchains,
is very similar to the method dim inc. In fact, we will see below that the
method sum on a (p, q)-chain can be used to obtain the same result as the
method dim inc with the operation plus.
Another sequence of operations, which is often useful, produces a q-chain
chainq from a (p, q)-chain chainpq:
chainq = chainpq.dual().sum().
An example is given in Figure 4. The coefficients of the (2, 0)-chain shown
7
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-2+10=8
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Fig. 4. Methods dual and sum produce
a 0-chain from a (2, 0)-chain.

Fig. 3. The sum method produces a
2-chain from a (2, 0)-chain.

there are the same as those shown in Figure 3: the graphical representation is
indistinguishable from that of the (0,2)-chain subsequently produced by the
dual method. The curved arrows in Figure 4 show how the coefficients of a
0-chain are obtained from those of the (0, 2)-chain.
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Although the examples here were presented exclusively in terms of the method
sum, we could as easily have chosen mult, which calculates the product of the
coefficients (assuming that a product operation is defined on the coefficients):
one may use any commutative operation Ψ producing a single-valued result.

3.3 Orientation in terms of subchains
It may sometimes be useful to store the calculated relative orientations between the p-cells of a complex and their faces (see Section 2 and [7, Sec. 3.2]).
A convenient way to do so is to store them in a (p, p − 1)-chain over the integers or the reals: it is sufficient to set each coefficient gi,j to the value of
Cip .orientation(Cip .adj(j, −1)). Included in the API is a method, in the class
Complex , which produces these relative orientations:
• Chain2 Real orientation(int p). Returns a (p, p − 1)-chain of relative orientations.
It will be seen below that this (p, p − 1)-chain of relative orientations may be
useful, in particular, in the manipulation of chains of subchains.

3.4 The methods out and in
We now introduce the method out, which produces a (p, q)-chain chainpq from
a p-chain. Given the p-chain and δp as input, the coefficients gi of the p-chain
are simply assigned to gi,j for j = 1, . . . , Cip .nb adj(δp), and q is taken to be
p + δp. The values δp = 0+ and δp = 0− are permitted.
The API includes the method out, which is valid for Chain Type classes:
• Chain2 Type out(int delta p, Boolean is signed). Returns a (p, p + δp)-chain
(of class Chain2 Type), given the p-chain that invokes the method. Relative
orientation is considered when is signed is true (the default option), and δp
is specified by delta p.
When relative orientation is taken into account (a valid request only when δp
is equal to +1 or −1), the (p, p + δp)-chain is multiplied by the (p, p − 1)-chain
of relative orientations K.orientation(p) (when δp = −1), or by the (p + 1, p)chain of relative orientations K.orientation(p+1), to which the method dual
has first been applied (when δp = +1). An example illustrating the application
of the method out(-2, false) on a 2-chain is shown in Figure 5.
The method in, also valid for Chain Type classes, returns the (p + δp, p)-chain
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that is the dual of the chain returned by out(delta p, is signed):
chainqp = chainp.out(delta p, is signed).dual()
with is signed equal to true or false:
• Chain2 Type in(int delta p, Boolean is signed). Returns a (p, p + δp)-chain
(of class Chain2 Type), the dual of the chain which invoked the method.
Relative orientation is taken into account when is signed is true (the default
option). The value of δp is specified by delta p.
Since the illustrations of a chain and its dual are identical, application of the
method in(-2, false) to a 2-chain produces the same illustration (Figure 5) as
the application of out(-2, false) to the same chain. The result, however, is a
(0, 2)-chain for the method in, and a (2, 0)-chain for the method out.
An example of the application of the method in(+1, true) to a 1-chain is shown
in Figure 6, and the same illustration serves for the the method out(+1, true):
the result is a (2, 1)-chain, or a (1, 2)-chain, respectively. In this example, we
consider relative orientation. For clarity, absolute orientations are shown, but
in our framework, it is relative orientations that are actually used. It will
be observed in the example that certain of the coefficients of the (2, 1)-chain
have changed, relative to the sign of the coefficient of the 1-chain, because the
relative orientation of the associated pair (a 2-cell and a 1-cell) was −1.
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Fig. 6. A (2, 1)-chain from a 1-chain using relative orientation.

Fig. 5. A (2, 0)-chain from a 2-chain.

The methods out and in are especially useful when we wish to apply binary
operations, or other methods, to chains and chains of subchains. For example,
we might want to add the coefficient of each 2-cell of a (2, 1)-chain chain21 ,
and the corresponding coefficient of a 2-chain chain2, to produce a (2, 1)-chain.
This can be done as follows: chain21 + chain2.out(-1,false). It will be seen
below, in the examples, that this sort of operation is frequently required.
We will list here some other examples, to illustrate valid operations involving
chains and chains of subchains. Let chain0 be a 0-chain, chain2 a 2-chain,
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chain20 a (2, 0)-chain, and chain02 a (0, 2)-chain. We might have:
•
•
•
•
•

chain20
chain20
chain20
chain20
chain02

=
=
=
=
=

chain2.out(-2,false);
(chain2.in(-2,false)).dual(); (equivalent to the line above)
chain20 + chain2.out(-2,false);
chain0.in(+2,false);
chain2.in(-2,false).

The following equivalences relating the methods dim inc and in are valid:
chainp.dim inc(δp,plus,false) ≡ chainp.in(δp,false).sum();
chainp.dim inc(δp,plus,true) ≡ chainp.in(δp,true).sum();

the second is valid only for δp equal to +1 or −1. Similar equivalences can
be established for other operations Ω, such as mult, average, and geom mean.
Thus, the operations in and sum, which are essential for the manipulation of
chains of subchains, are sufficient to replace the method dim inc. In spite of
this and other advantages [8, Sec. 4.2] of using in combined with an arbitrary
commutative operation Ψ, we have nonetheless retained the method dim inc.
First of all, it is easy to use, and it is concise. Secondly, dim inc executes much
faster, since it is not necessary to allocate memory for the chain of subchains.

3.5 The dim inc method applied to chains of subchains

As just observed, it is possible to use (p, q)-chains to define the method
dim inc. On the other hand, we have not yet examined the possibility of
applying dim inc itself to a (p, q)-chain. It turns out that this idea is very useful, just as the use of the ordinary version of dim inc was useful in the context
of p-chains. In particular, the extended version of dim inc will be applied in
Subsection 4.1 in an example involving torques in a spring network.
We generalize the application of dim inc using the principle of Section 2, by
which methods can be extended to chains by applying them to the coefficients
of the chain, one at a time. Thus, the dim inc method is applied to each of
the q-subchains of the (p, q)-chain.
Just as the application of dim inc(δp) to a p-chain with primitive coefficients
produces a (p + δp)-chain, so the application of dim inc(δq) to a q-subchain
produces a (q +δq)-subchain. Thus, application of dim inc(δq) to a (p, q)-chain
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chainpq will result in a (p, q + δq)-chain chainpq2 , calculated 5 as follows:
δp ← q − p;
δp2 ← q + δq − p; // (= δp + δq) ;
for all cells Cip of complex K do
for j=1 to Cip .nb adj(δp2 ) do
cq+δq ← Cip .adj(j, δp2 ) ;
S ← Cip .adj(δp) u cq+δq .adj(−δq);
chainpq2 .coefficient(Cip ).coefficient(j) ←
S.length
Ωk=1
chainpq.coefficient(Cip , S[k]);
The outer loop treats each cell Cip of the complex, one at a time: calculation of
the (q + δq)-subchain associated with this cell is inside this loop. The cells in
the vector S are of dimension q, and that the algorithm uses the intersection
operation u between two vectors of cells: v1 u v2 contains exactly those cells
which are in both v1 and v2 .
When relative orientation is taken into account (δq must be +1 or −1), the
righthand side of the last line of the algorithm is replaced by
S.length
Ωk=1
σ chainpq a.coefficient (Cip , S[k]),

where σ is the relative orientation between S[k] and cq+δq .
We illustrate the algorithm with the example shown in Figure 7. The input is
a (2, 1)-chain chain21 , which invokes the method dim inc(-1, plus, false). The
input parameters imply that the operation Ω on the coefficients is addition,
and relative orientation is not to be taken into account. The result is a (2, 0)chain chain20 :
chain20 = chain21.dim inc(-1, plus, false).

For this operation to be realized, dim inc must be applied to each of the
1-subchains, producing 0-subchains. Each of the 1-subchains is a coefficient
of a 2-cell (since the input is a (2, 1)-chain), and each of the resulting 0subchains is also a coefficient of a 2-cell (since the result is a (2, 0)-chain). The
sum of coefficients for each 0-subchain will involve only 1-subchain-coefficients
corresponding to a single 2-cell.
5

We impose the following conditions on the input (p, q)-chain (q = p + δp) and the
input δq: 0 ≤ q + δq ≤ n, δp and δq are not equal to 0+ or 0− , and q + δq − p is not
zero.
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Fig. 7. A (2, 0)-chain produced from a (2, 1)-chain by dim inc(−1, plus, false).

4

Example systems with the extended framework

4.1 Mass-spring networks with torques
In our first example, torques will be added to a modified version of the massspring network [15, Sec. 2] described in [7, Sec. 4.1.1] (the model here is based
on a 2-complex, rather than a 1-complex). First of all, 2-cells will be defined
on the complex; then, rest angles will be specified at each (2-cell, 0-cell)-pair
for which the 2-cell and the 0-cell are adjacent, and stored in a (2, 0)-chain.
A user, having constructed a geometric object (a cellular complex) in three
dimensions, may wish to embed it in a physical environment, with forces (such
as gravity) explicitly modeled, and in such a way that the object will react
appropriately after collision with another object. Such an embedding was accomplished with the model of [7, Sec. 4.1.1], for objects such as a tetrahedron
and a plane (the “floor”), by associating springs with 1-cells. If, however, it is
desired to construct an object such as a cube, then with this model it will be
necessary to introduce new 1-cells, corresponding to supplementary springs, so
that the object will retain approximately the shape of a cube. An alternative
approach is to add torques to the model. If we do this, it is not necessary to
add supplementary springs, since if rest angles of π/2 are assigned, then the
cube will retain its approximate form. We have obtained quite satisfactory
results with this approach, for several object forms (see [6]).
We begin with a summary of the concept of torque. In the remainder of the
paper we use boldface characters to denote vectors in R2 or R3 .

4.1.1 Torque
In Figure 8 there are three masses linked by two springs. A torque acting on
the mass m2 is produced at the pivot point when the system is not in its rest
position (indicated by the dashed lines in the figure). We have T = r × F ,
where × denotes the vector product in a righthand coordinate system, r is
the difference between the positions of mass m1 and mass m2 , and F is the
16

force applied to the mass m1 . The vector T in Figure 8 points out of the page.
In our simulation the torque T present when the system is not at rest will be
taken as a starting point, and F will be calculated from (1), below.
We assume that the torque T is orthogonal to the plane P defined by the
positions of the three masses (and we assume that they are not collinear). Let
r ×r 0 , where r 0 is the difference between the positions of mass m and
v n = |r
2
×r 0 |
mass m3 . Thus, v n is a unit vector orthogonal to the plane P . We make the
hypothesis that the torque is given by T = v n · [ka (cos θ − cos θr )] where θ
is the angle between the two springs, θr is the angle between the two springs
when the system is at rest, and ka is a torque constant (for a given value of
cos θ−cos θr , the larger the value of ka the larger the magnitude of the torque).
We have therefore |T | = |ka (cos θ − cos θr )|.
Normally there will be many vectors F , lying in the plane P , such that T =
r × F ; we will take the solution orthogonal to r. Given this, we have [8, p. 31]
F =

r
T × |r
|
.
|r|

(1)

Thus, given T and r, we can find the force F on the mass m1 . We can also
apply the same formula at the position of mass m3 , using r 0 and F 0 in place
of r and F .
The sum of the forces in the system must always be zero, and the forces applied
to the mass m2 are −F and −F 0 . Thus, as can be observed from Figure 8,
there are four forces (F , −F , F 0 , −F 0 ) that sum to zero. In a simulation of
this system, we want to propagate these forces to each (2-cell, 0-cell)-pair for
which the 2-cell is adjacent to the 0-cell. (Here, the mass m2 in Figure 8 should
be visualized as lying at the 0-cell, and the line segments corresponding to r
and r 0 as forming a corner of the 2-cell.) The associated torques are stored
in a (2, 0)-chain, and the methods introduced above, for chains of subchains,
permit description of the propagation of the forces resulting from the torques.

4.1.2 Torques using chains
We first construct the 2-complex, ensuring that whenever two 2-cells Ci2 and
Cj2 are incident to a common 1-cell Ck1 , they have opposite relative orientation
with respect to the 1-cell: Ci2 .orientation(Ck1 ) = −Cj2 .orientation(Ck1 ) . This is
necessary below, to guarantee that the force vectors F 1 and F 2 are correctly
oriented.
Our goal now is to compute the 0-chain of the sums of forces F that result
from the torques in the network, so that we can later add these sums of forces
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F to the other forces acting on a 0-cell of the network. In summary, we will
• compute the vectors r, directed according to the orientation of the 1-cells;
• compute the cosines of the angles θ;
• compute the differences between the cosine of the current angle and cosine
of the rest angle: cos θ − cos θr ;
• compute the torques T and store them in a (2, 0)-chain;
• compute certain sums of forces resulting from the torques, and store them
in a (2, 1)-chain;
• compute certain sums of forces resulting from the torques, and store them
in a (2, 0)-chain;
• compute the sums of forces F resulting from the torques and acting on a
single 0-cell, and store them in a 0-chain.
We first use the API to calculate the 1-chain chain1 r (over R 3 ) containing
the vector r for each 1-cell, using the position and relative orientation of its
0-cells:
chain1 r = network.chain0 p.dim inc(+1, plus, true)
where network.chain0 p holds the geometric positions of the 0-cells.
We also calculate the normalized vectors, and store them in a (2, 1)-chain over
R3 :
chain21 r norm = (chain1 r.normalize()).in(+1, true) ,
which has the effect of modifying the vector associated with a 1-cell, depending
on the relative orientation of this 1-cell with the adjacent 2-cell. (Similarly,
we calculate chain21 r = chain1 r.in(+1, true) .) Consider for example the
vector pointing vertically downwards from the upper lefthand 0-cell in Figure 9.
The corresponding coefficient (another vector) of the (2, 1)-chain is shown just
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Fig. 8. Torque forces and rest-position
angles.

Fig. 9. A (2, 1)-chain computed from
chain1 r norm.

to the right of the original vector, and it points upwards, since the relative
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orientation between the 1-cell and the 2-cell is −1. On the other hand, if we
consider the vector pointing horizontally to the right from the upper lefthand
0-cell, then the corresponding coefficient of the (2, 1)-chain (shown just below
the horizontal vector) is another horizontal vector pointing to the right, since
the relative orientation between the 1-cell and the 2-cell is +1.
Given the (2, 1)-chain chain21 r norm, we can calculate the cosines of the
angles θ with the statement
chain20 cos theta = −chain21 r norm.dim inc(-1, mult, false).sum components()
which produces a (2, 0)-chain from the input (2, 1)-chain. The operation Ω
specified here is component-by-component multiplication, without consideration of relative orientation, and it is followed by application of the method
sum components, which simply sums the components of a vector. These operations (together with the minus sign in the displayed statement, above)
calculate the inner product between r and −r 0 (see Figure 8), and thus, since
the vectors are normalized, the cosine of the angle between them.
We next calculate cos θ − cos θr , and store the result:
chain20 diff cos theta = chain20 cos theta - chain20 cos theta rest
where the last-mentioned chain (giving the value of cos θr for each adjacent
(2-cell, 0-cell)-pair) has been precalculated. We then calculate the (2, 0)-chain
of torques:
chain20 T = chain20 vn*chain20 ka*chain20 diff cos theta .
The computation of chain20 vn, which for each adjacent (2-cell, 0-cell)-pair
contains the vectors v n orthogonal to the plane P of Figure 8, will be discussed
below. The chain chain20 ka contains the corresponding torque constant ka
for each adjacent (2-cell, 0-cell)-pair.
The next step is to propagate the four forces that result from the individual
torques. But, before doing so, let us examine in detail the necessary calculations in a 2-cell, for each 1-cell. There are two 0-cells c01 and c02 adjacent to the
1-cell, and torques T 1 and T 2 , respectively, are calculated at c01 and c02 , which
give rise to the forces F 1 and F 2 . The forces −F 1 and F 2 must be applied at
c01 , and the forces −F 2 and F 1 must be applied at c02 . See Figure 8.
Suppose for example that the relative orientation between the 1-cell and c01 is
+1, and that between the 1-cell and c02 it is −1. In this case we would proceed
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as follows:
(1) add the torques T 1 and T 2 , taking relative orientation into account, producing T 1 − T 2 (which we associate with the 1-cell);
(2) change the sign of the sum of torques, producing T 2 − T 1 ;
(3) calculate the sum of forces F 2 − F 1 from T 2 − T 1 ;
(4) apply this sum to the 0-cells, taking relative orientation into account.
We thus obtain the desired result, namely, F 2 −F 1 for the 0-cell c01 and F 1 −F 2
for the 0-cell c02 . (Note, however, that a 0-cell has two adjacent 1-cells, and the
sum of forces is therefore applied from both adjacent 1-cells.)
In order to apply all of these various forces to each 0-cell, we use two (2, 0)chains and one (2, 1)-chain. First of all, we add the torques from the (2, 0)chain chain20 T into the (2, 1)-chain
chain21 T = −chain20 T.dim inc(+1, plus, true)
which produces the sum of the torques T for each adjacent (2-cell, 0-cell)pair, corresponding to the first two of the four steps in the list above. We then
calculate the sum of forces for each 1-cell (step 3 in the list):
chain21 F = (chain21 T ∧ chain21 r norm)/chain21 r.norm()
where, in our framework, the norm method calculates the ordinary Euclidean
norm of a vector, and the ‘∧’ operator invokes vector product. The displayed
expression corresponds exactly to (1). The (2, 1)-chain chain21 F can now be
transferred to the (2, 0)-chain chain20 F , the sum of sums of forces F resulting
from the torques for each adjacent (2-cell, 0-cell)-pair. In the API, it suffices
to write
chain20 F = chain21 F.dim inc(-1, plus, true) ;
this operation corresponds to step 4 in the list above.
We now have four forces (the sum of two sums of forces) for each (0-cell, 2cell)- pair, resulting from the torques associated with this (0-cell, 2-cell)-pair.
They can now be combined into a 0-chain by writing
chain0 F = chain02 F.dual().sum()
so that chain0 F holds the forces associated with each 0-cell. To complete the
process, we add these forces to the other forces on the 0-cells [7, Sec. 4.1]:
chain0 f = chain0 f spring + chain0 f g + chain0 f damp + chain0 F .
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It remains only to discuss the calculation of the vectors v n . We were unable to
find an expression using chains and chains of subchains to produce the desired
(2, 0)-chain chain20 vn containing the vectors v n associated with each (2-cell,
0-cell)-pair. Instead, this chain of subchains was computed within a double
loop [8, p. 39].
Examples of results obtained with this model, for several object forms, are
available on the first author’s web-site [6].

4.2 Modeling of fluid
We have also applied our approach to the modeling of fluids. This may include
gases, such as air. We give only a bare outline here: a complete description
can be found in [8, Sec. 4.2].
The fluid model is constructed in two dimensions, but one of the advantages
of the chain-model formulation is that it would be relatively easy to extend
the simulation to three dimensions. The geometry of the complex is defined
using a two-dimensional geometric complex [7,8] and triangular 2-cells. In
contrast to [9] which use square 2-cells of constant size, we use triangular 2cells that permit higher-precision subdivision in certain areas of the domain
(adaptive refinement), and that permit also a more accurate approximation
of boundaries of obstacles.
Another difference between our method and [9] is that we record the fluid mass
associated with each 2-cell (in a 2-chain). This is avoided in [9] by requiring
that the quantity of fluid entering a 2-cell must be equal to the quantity
leaving, but this requires iterating several times on each 2-cell (between 3 and
6 times, according to [9]). Our approach requires no iteration, but this implies
that for certain 2-cells, inflow may temporarily be different from outflow. Thus,
in effect, we are permitting a slight compression of the fluid. While in [9]
the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluids were used, our method
produces results that are visually similar, and this is an appropriate criterion
to use in a computer-graphics application.
We begin with the principle that each 2-cell contains a certain fluid mass with
a certain average speed, and associate the mass m, and the average velocity
v a , as coefficients of various chains at time t. Mass-density is then calculated
as m/s, where s is the area of the triangular surface. If temperature is assumed
constant, and gravitational force is ignored, then pressure is proportional to
mass density. In fact, in our simulations, we have simply taken pressure to be
equal to the mass-density m/s.
In addition, we use four principles to determine the quantities associated with
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the 2-cells at time t + ∆t:
(1) the fluid mass in a 2-cell moves in the direction v a , and part of it is
transferred to neighboring 6 cells;
(2) part of the fluid mass in a 2-cell is displaced towards neighboring 2-cells
having lower pressure;
(3) there is friction between a 2-cell and its neighboring 2-cells, as well as
internal friction within a 2-cell;
(4) the direction of the average speed v a within a 2-cell tends to follow the
boundary of the object 7 .
The heuristic is first defined for a single 2-cell and (when relevant) its neighbors, and then applied globally, on the entire complex, by using chains of
subchains. This turns out to be very convenient for most parts of the simulation. For example, the calculation of the area of triangles fits nicely with the
use of chains of subchains by means of the standard formula
s=

q

w(w − a)(w − b)(w − c),

with w =

a+b+c
,
2

(2)

where a, b and c specify the lengths of the sides. We computed the 2-chain
chain2 s containing the area of the triangles with:
chain1 L = chain1 r.norm()
chain2 w = Chain Real(0.5)* chain1 L.dim inc(+1, plus, false)
chain21 L = chain1 L.in(+1, false)
chain21 w = chain2 w.out(-1, false)
chain2 wL = (chain21 w − chain21 L).mult()
chain2 s = (chain2 w*chain2 wL).squareroot() .
Details are given in [8, p. 48].
As another example, amongst many, updating the average velocity must be
done according to the following formula, which is based on the idea that as
part of the fluid mass leaves a 2-cell, due to a difference in pressure, there will
be an effect on the velocity of the fluid in the cell:
mv a + mip
v a ←−
P
m + mip
P

i
out v p

.

(3)

out

Here, mip out is the amount of fluid mass that is displaced from the 2-cell
under study to the neighboring 2-cells c2i , via the 1-cells c1i (these quanti6
7

The cells c1 and c2 are neighbors if there exists a j such that c1 = c2 .adj(j, 0− ).
All 1-cells with only one adjacent 2-cell are in the boundary of the object.
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ties have been calculated in a previous step, and are accessible in the (2, 1)chains chain12 mpouti.dual() ); also, v ip is the additional velocity acquired
by this fluid mass as it crosses the 1-cell c1i (accessible in the (2, 1)-chains
chain12 vpi.dual()) [8, p. 45]. In our notation, this operation is effected globP
ally over the chain in a very simple way. We first compute the term i mip out
of equation (3):
chain2 sum2 = chain12 mpouti.dual().sum()
storing the result in a 2-chain over R, and then the term

P

i

mip

i
out v p :

chain2 sum1 = (chain12 mpouti*chain12 vpi).dual().sum()
this time storing the result in a 2-chain over R2 . Finally, we compute (3):
chain2 va = (chain2 m*chain2 va + chain2 sum1)/(chain2 m + chain2 sum2).
On the other hand, we were unable (with the tools defined in this paper), to
express the computations related to the fourth principle, above, in a concise
way, without using a loop over all the 1-cells in the complex.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have described a framework, based on the concept of chains,
for the specification and manipulation of models of systems. The framework
permits the formulation of problems and subproblems with ease, and without ambiguity. It also permits a global view of the problem that permits the
user to neglect low-level details, to unify the description of a large variety
of applications, and to unify the geometric and non-geometric aspects of a
system.
The framework described here refines the use of chain models in at least three
ways: we focus on the distinction between the geometric and the topological complex, we use a generalized version (dim inc) of the chain operators
boundary and coboundary, and we permit the use of subchains as coefficients.
We have also shown how to deal with cell orientation, for cells of arbitrary
dimension, using only relative orientation.
An important area for future research is to establish the exact relationship
between these refined or extended chain models and classical mathematical
constructs. In particular, this would involve study of the subspace structure
23

of the vector space corresponding to chains of subchains (mentioned in Section 3), the related study of the mathematical significance of the dual operation
introduced in Section 3.1, and the study of how our adjacency operations relate to classical topological concepts such as star and link , and to differential
and integral operations [1,4]. It would also be of interest to establish the relationship between these extended chain models and standard physical models,
in analogy to [4].
In the context of use of chain models as a descriptive tool, future work in
this area should include the study of further methods useful in the context of
computer graphics and other areas, which permit the calculation of relevant
quantities without the use of explicit loops over sets of cells. Finally, it would
be desirable, if possible, to give a characterization of the problems for which
the class of methods is appropriate.
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